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Waves	

--A wave is a disturbance that passes though!

a substance but does not carry the medium!
with it.!

--A wave transfers energy as it travels though!
the medium.!

--The medium provides the particles that!
vibrate as the wave passes though it.!



--Waves that require a medium in order to!
exist are called mechanical waves; sound!
waves and water waves are mechanical waves.	


--Not all waves require a medium;!
electromagnetic waves can travel through!
a vacuum.!



Types of Waves	

--A wave that repeats at regular time intervals!

is called a periodic wave; a single wave that!
passes through a medium is called a pulse!
wave.!

--A transverse wave is one in which the!
vibrations of the particles are perpendicular!
to the direction of wave motion. Example:!
water waves.!



--The highest point of a transverse wave above!
the equilibrium position of the medium is the!
crest of the wave; the lowest point is the!
trough.!
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--The distance between adjacent wave crests!

(or troughs) is the wavelength (  ) of the wave;!
it is the distance the wave travels in one!
complete cycle.!



--The number of cycles of the wave that pass!
a given point in a unit amount of time is the!
frequency (   or f) of the wave; the unit of!
frequency is     , which is called a hertz (Hz).!
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--The time between adjacent wave crests is!
called the period (T) of the wave; the period!
of a wave is inversely related to its frequency:!



--A longitudinal wave is one in which the!
vibrations of the particles are back and forth!
in the direction of wave motion; sound waves!
are longitudinal waves.!

--The compressions of a longitudinal wave!
correspond to the crests of a transverse wave;!
the regions where the particles are stretched!
apart are called rarefactions and correspond!
to the troughs.!



Velocity of Waves	

--The velocity or speed of a wave is related!

to its wavelength and frequency:!
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--The speed of a mechanical wave is constant!
for any given medium at a given temperature;!
thus if the frequency of a wave increases its!
wavelength must decrease.!

--Waves carry energy; the amount of energy!
carried by a wave is indicated by the!
amplitude of the wave. (The energy of a wave!
is proportional to the square of its amplitude)!


